
 

Crisis General Midi 3.01 !!EXCLUSIVE!!

gm tries to be more 'true' than other synthesizers. but if it cannot smooth out the volume differences as
well as msf, i would not be surprised if gm also cannot emulate msf's mixed sound. if it can, i would love
to use it! for a rough estimate, let's assume the difference between slow and fast in msf is equally as big
as the difference between 100% and 90%. note that i did not say the difference between fast and slow in

gm is 1:1, because it is just my interpolation. fortunately, the details of what affects the balance are
complicated. i cannot say exactly why and how gm overdoes it, but all i can tell you right now is that the
difference between slow and fast is not even by half as big as that between fast and slow in msf. so we
can give gm a pass on that. since i have no access to any microsoft soundfont license, i cannot get any
data from them. but i've spent a bit of time to find out what i can. the following information is based on
the information from this forum post. all of the following is my own speculation and inference. hopefully
these numbers provide some baseline for comparison. crisis gm utilizes the msf's table mechanism to

store the volume in a way that it tries to maintain the relative volume. since msf does not support storing
the volume, nor the features of adding effects to volume, the redundancy in the gm's volume table is

about 80%. for example, when the gm raises the volume from 40% to 80%, the gm tries to increase the
brightness by 40% as well. when the volume is already at 100%, raising it by 80% only reduces the

volume to 60%. if we assume the msf's pure volume is about 100%, the gm's volume table is not 100%
redundant. so there is roughly a 20% of redundant volume as well. in short, it looks like gm tries to make

the volume changes more consistent, but not exactly duplicate the sound of the source.
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